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Chapter 781
“Wen…Leonard, Terrisa, what the hell is going on?” “What he said is true?”
“Miss Chen and others, really went to Mufan Real Estate?” “The Lei Family
Master, too Do you really say that?” Old man Qiu’s body trembled, and when
he heard Wang Tian’s words, his old eyes almost stared out.

Under the shock, he immediately got up and asked anxiously to Leonard Chu,
Terrisa Qiu and others, filled with disbelief.

He couldn’t believe that the Qiu family abandoned their daughters and the
family was in a waste of money, and even let the Edensberg Chen family and
Denham Lei family send someone to congratulate him.

Even though, today are some juniors.

However, what they represent behind is a great power!

Just like Cynthia Chen, the daughter of the Chen family, the weight is more
than that of Wu Yong, it is worse than that.

Therefore, the old man Qiu couldn’t believe that these people went to
congratulate Mufan Real Estate?



Leonard Chu didn’t speak, just shook his head and sighed.

Terrisa Qiu also had an ugly face.

Who knows the anger and jealousy in her heart?

In the end, it was Simon Qiu, full of distress and sadness, and said to the old
man Qiu: “Dad, what the young master Wang said is true.”

“Those people are not here for our Qiu family at all.”

Now, the third child’s family is going.”

Boom~ Simon Qiu’s words, like a dull thunder, exploded in the head of the old
man Qiu.

The old man was dumbfounded at that time, his brain went blank immediately,
and his whole body trembled: “This…

how can that be?

“Impossible?”

“This is absolutely impossible!”

“The third child is incompetent, so Sherry Han is even more of an idiot.”

“As for that Mark, born in the country, is incompetent as a son in law.”

“They are a family, a bunch of waste.”

“How can they make Miss Chen and others compete to congratulate?”

” “Do not?



“This is absolutely impossible?”

“Even Simpson Qiu is not qualified. She Helen Qiu, how can Ho De?”

“How can He De?”

“At this time, the old man Qiu yelled with a frustrated heart. No one can
understand the mood of the old man at the moment. His old eyes are red, his
body is trembling, and the tremor in his heart set off a stormy sea. Obviously,
the old man cannot accept this at all. Fact. After all, Helen Qiu’s family has
always been the most useless existence in the Qiu family. The whole family
looked down on them, it was all individuals who stepped on them intentionally
or unintentionally. In anger, he swept Helen Qiu’s family out of the house and
drove them out of the Qiu family like a bereavement dog. But the people they
once dismissed, now they have Qiu family and even Simpson Qiu stepped on
them. Under the feet, how can Father Qiu accept? “Dad!

“Don’t shout~” “I know you can’t accept it.”

“But the facts are right here.”

“If you don’t believe it, you can go outside and have a look.

“Look at the opposite property, is it full of guests?”

Is there a gathering of giants?

Is it true that half of Noirfork’s rich and powerful men will all worship?

Seeing his father’s gaffe, Simon Qiu couldn’t bear it, and suddenly shouted
sharply, shouting loudly at the old man Qiu. “Dad, accept the reality?

“I know, this is cruel to you, even to the Qiu family.”



“But that’s the reality.

“Our Qiu family really lost this time.”

“At least, this ribbon-cutting ceremony, we completely lost to the opening
ceremony of Mufan Real Estate.

“Simon Qiu’s old eyes were red, and his words were full of misery. A few
hours ago, how beautiful and proud their Qiu family was?

The whole family looked down on them, it was an individual who stepped on
them intentionally or unintentionally.

At the beginning, the old man Qiu was even more angry and swept Helen
Qiu’s family out of the house, driving them out of the Qiu family like a
bereavement dog.

But the people they once dismissed, but now they have stepped on their Qiu
family, and even Simpson Qiu, how could Father Qiu accept it?

“Dad!” “Don’t shout~” “I know you can’t accept it.”

“But the facts are in front of you.”

“If you don’t believe it, you can go outside and have a look.”

“Look at the opposite property. Is it full of guests? Sit? Are the rich and
powerful? Are half of Noirfork’s rich and powerful people going to worship?”
Simon Qiu couldn’t bear to see his father’s gaffe, and suddenly shouted
sharply, shouting to the old man Qiu.

“Dad, accept the reality?” “I know, this is cruel to you, even to the Qiu family.”

“But that’s the reality.”



“Our Qiu family really lost this time. “At least, this ribbon-cutting ceremony, we
completely lost to the opening ceremony of Mufan Real Estate.”

Simon Qiu’s old eyes were red, and his words were full of misery.

A few hours ago, how beautiful and proud their Qiu family was?
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But now, all the limelight is undoubtedly taken away by Helen Qiu and Mark’s
couple.

For a while, the Qiu family felt depressed in the hotel hall.

Where is the slightest arrogance and wanton before, that dejected look, like
an eggplant beaten by frost.

They wanted to take this celebration and slap Helen Qiu in the face fiercely.

But who would have thought that it would end like this in the end?

“No!” “I haven’t lost yet.”

“We still have a chance to comeback.”

However, at this moment, Terrisa Qiusen’s voice of resentment came from the
hall.

I saw Terrisa Qiu clenching her palms tightly, and her fingertips fell deeply into
the flesh and blood because of her force.

“Huh?” “Terrisa, what do you say?” All the eyes of everyone present fell on
Terrisa Qiu’s body.



Simon Qiu and others asked even more puzzled.

“Uncle, Grandpa, don’t worry.”

“Although I don’t know what Helen Qiu used to get so many people to come to
congratulate.”

“But today, I will definitely let Helen Qiu face scandal!” “Just , May need help
from Angkor and others.”

Terrisa Qiu said coldly.

As he spoke, the sorrowful gaze had already fallen on Wu Yong.

Wu Yong did not hesitate, and immediately nodded: “How can you help me,
just say it.”

“It just so happens, I also want to teach them a profound lesson!” Wu Yong
said coldly, on those handsome faces, It is undoubtedly filled with anger and
hatred.

Today, Mark not only defiled the girl he likes, but also made him ugly.

Born in a rich family, Wu Yong wears a halo since he was a child, and he
walked wherever he went.

It can be said that he has never suffered such humiliation in his life.

But today, in front of everyone, the girl he likes pushed him away and got into
the arms of others.

Such behavior, for Wu Yong, is undoubtedly like being severely slapped in the
face by Mark.



How can Wu Yong, who has always been arrogant, give up?

However, no one knows what plans Terrisa Qiu and the others will make in
order to deal with Mufan’s real estate?

—- —- the other side.

There is no doubt that Mu Fan’s house is full of people.

Previously, Helen Qiu thought that there would not be many people at the
opening ceremony today, so only three tables were set for a banquet.

But who would have thought that so many people from Jiang Hai and Denham
came to congratulate him.

Under this haste, Mu Fan Real Estate naturally had no preparations, and
finally had to set up a few more tables outside the gate.

“Haha~” “Master Lei, Master Wang, you have come all the way, and you have
worked hard.”

“We are prepared to rush and entertain the places, please bear with them.”

At this time, Sherry Han and his wife are undoubtedly crazy.

They didn’t expect that their husband and wife would be killed, that even the
dignitaries of Jiang Hai and Denham would come.

Especially for Lei’s family in Denham. Although Sherry Han is far away in
Wrilfill, she is still like thunder.

Sherry Han didn’t even dare to dream before, they would actually sit at a table
with the prince of Lei’s family for dinner.



Of course, Sherry Han and his wife were also curious about why Lei Aoting
and the others came, but they didn’t think too much about it, but simply
thought that Lei Aoting and others came for their daughter’s talents and
appearance.

You know, before her family’s Helen married Mark, many rich young masters
stepped through the threshold to propose marriage.

Therefore, Sherry Han and his wife also wishfully believed that Lei Aoting and
Wang Yuchen were either looking at Helen Qiu’s talents or looking at Helen
Qiu’s beauty.
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After all, apart from that, Sherry Han and his wife really couldn’t think of other
reasons.

Could it be because of their husband and wife?

how is this possible?

Their husbands and wives are a waste, and they have no abilities at all. How
could they be directed at them.

Sherry Han still has this self-knowledge.

As for Mark?

Give me a break.

He is a rural turtle and a door-to-door son-in-law, and he will come to him only
when he is blind.

Congratulations to Mark outside, it is probably his daughter’s light.



Therefore, under this consideration, Sherry Han and his wife are undoubtedly
more enthusiastic and active.

Are they worried about not having a rich second generation to pick up their
daughter’s offer?

Now, all this is up.

Of course Sherry Han is happy.

The last time Jerom Sun escaped from the battlefield, he suddenly regretted
it, making Sherry Han and his wife feel lost, thinking that they had missed a
golden turtle son-in-law.

Now it seems that if you have lost your horse, you know nothing.

Fortunately, Jerom Sun ran away that day, otherwise their family wouldn’t be
able to be a real rich man like Lei Daxiao.

When they Helen Qiu married into Lei’s family, Sherry Han had to send a
wedding invitation to Jerom Sun too, to slap the bastard’s face!

You look down on my Helen, some people look down on them, but they are
more powerful than you.

“Come on, Master Lei, have tea.”

“This tea is specially made for you by my Helen.”

“The finest tip, how many thousand catties?” After taking the seat, Sherry Han
sat down specially by Lei Aoting , The tea is served and the water is poured, it
can be said to be the most passionate.

As for Helen Qiu and Mark, they sat aside, drinking tea and watching.



“This~this~” “Auntie, isn’t this okay?” “The tea made by Mr. Qiu himself, how
am I qualified to drink it?” Lei Aoting was a little apprehensive. I don’t know
why. Sherry Han’s enthusiasm made him very uneasy.

That kind of feeling, it was as if he had robbed Mr. Chu and his wife of the
limelight and turned away from the guest.

“Why don’t you qualify?” “It’s a great honor for me and Helen to join me.”

“Don’t say making a cup of tea, even if Helen toasts you, it should be.”

Sherry Han laughed. He forced Lei Aoting to drink the cup of tea.

After drinking, Sherry Han asked expectantly: “How is 616afe2f? How good is
my daughter’s tea art?”

Dare Lei Aoting say it’s not good, naturally he nodded and praised again and
again: “Mr. Qiu is really clever.”

“Haha, that’s good.”

Sherry Han nodded contentedly, and then continued, “Master Lei, here we
are. The tea is drunk, and my aunt asks you a few words, so you have to
answer truthfully.”

“Huh?” Lei Aoting was a little impatient at the time, thinking that Mr. Chu’s
mother-in-law was so much bullshit, since I sat down. Chatting with him
vigorously gave Lei Aoting no chance to want to talk to Mr. Chu.

However, after all, it is Mr. Chu’s mother-in-law, Lei Aoting did not dare to
neglect, bit the bullet, and laughed again and again: “Auntie, you have
something to say, just say it.”



“Well, I can ask. Master Lei, you What do you think my Helen looks like?” “It’s
just a matter of telling, the talent is amazing, the moon is shameless. Autumn
is always the most beautiful woman I have ever seen in Lei Aoting’s life.”

Hearing Sherry Han’s question, Lei Ao Ting didn’t even think about it, and
immediately said some bragging words.

Just kidding, Mr. Chu is watching here, dare Lei Aoting say it’s not pretty?

What’s more, Lei Aoting felt that he was telling the truth.

Mr. Chu’s wife is a rare beauty.

It is estimated that only these stunning women can hold the true dragon of Mr.
Chu, right?
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“Haha~” “Good-looking is good, good-looking is good.”

Sherry Han was happy at the time, the boss with a grinning mouth, thinking
that it was really interesting.

After that, Sherry Han struck the iron while it was hot, and continued to ask:
“Then Master Lei thinks, how about my Helen’s figure?” “Of course there is
nothing to say! Mr. Qiu has a graceful body and looks even more slender. “It’s
like that water lotus, graceful and graceful.”

“It’s really so-called beauty with hero.”

“Such a beautiful woman, I am afraid that only the hero of the world can be
worthy.”

Lei Aoting’s praise can be described as dark and dark, with witty words.



The idiom that I usually read from the book is almost used now.

Helen Qiu’s face flushed, and she was a little embarrassed.

On the side, Wang Yuchen’s eyes twitched, making goosebumps rise.

I thought that Lei Aoting’s flattery was really loud!

It seems that Lei Aoting is complimenting Helen Qiu, but in reality it is Mr.
Chu.

Especially in the last sentence of the current hero, it was obviously Mr. Chu.

But Mark didn’t hear it, still sitting there quietly sipping tea, calmly.

However, Lei Aoting’s remarks broke Sherry Han and his wife.

So excited that Sherry Han grabbed Lei Aoting’s hand, and laughed again and
again: “Haha~” “Well said, well said.”

“A hero is worthy of a beautiful woman. My Helen is a beautiful woman. Only a
current hero like Master Lei can be worthy.”

“I was worried before, but now that Master Lei is so satisfied with my Helen, I
can rest assured.”

Huh?

“Uncle… Auntie, you…

What do you mean?

Lei Aoting finally heard that something was wrong, he twitched his mouth,
turned his head and asked Xiang Sherry Han. “It’s not interesting?”



“Just what you mean.”

“Master Lei, my aunt knows why you are here this time.”

“Don’t worry, since you like my Helen so much, I am in charge. You will be my
son-in-law in the future.”

“Sherry Han smiled and replied. What? Son-in-law?!! Lei Aoting’s eyes
widened at the time, and the whole person stayed in place. Seeing Lei
Aoting’s face, Sherry Han thought he was too surprised and continued. Said:
“Haha~” “Master Lei doesn’t need to be surprised.

“We can’t ask for a son-in-law like you?”

“After waiting a few days, I’ll let my daughter Helen divorce the silly
door-to-door son-in-law.”

“Live with you well and have children for the Lei family.”

“Come on, Master Lei, with this glass of wine, we will be a family from now
on.”

“Ciao! “F*ck you paralyzed!”

!

?

“207adde5 Are you looking for death, don’t hurt me!”

As soon as Sherry Han finished speaking, Lei Aoting’s whole body was blown
up. With a squeak, Lei Aoting sprang up from the chair. In the end, Lei Aoting
ignored that Sherry Han was Mr. Chu’s mother-in-law, and was furious. With a
slap, Lei Aoting slammed it over, and Sherry Han was knocked over with a



chair directly on the ground. After hearing Sherry Han said that Helen Qiu
would give him children, Lei Aoting was undoubtedly whole. They were all
frightened, her face pale, she almost lost her soul. Who is Helen Qiu? That is
Mr. Chu’s woman! Not long ago, Lei Aoting had just offended Mark and finally
took his life back from Mark’s hands. He came to congratulate Mr. Chu on
behalf of the Lei family in order to make a guilty service and ease the
relationship with Mr. Chu. But, who would have thought that this wicked lady in
front of him would actually harm him? Let Mr. Chu’s woman give him children
Isn’t this punishing Lei Aoting to death? “Good day~” Lei Aoting was almost
crying at the time, shaking all over, looking at Mark and apologizing:
“Chu…Mr. Chu, this …I can’t blame me for this~” “You borrowed me one
hundred and eighty courage, and I didn’t dare to covet your wife~”
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Boom~ However, just when Lei Aoting was full of panic and apologized to
Mark.

With only a bang, the door of Mu Fan’s house was kicked open.

Immediately afterwards, more than a dozen public servants who made
costumes and dresses appeared like a tide, and even directly poured in.

These people were expressionless and aggressive. After entering the door,
they pushed aside the company security guards in front of them. Then, facing
the guests in front of them, they asked sharply: “Who are you the legal
representative of this company, Helen Qiu?” “Yes. ..

Is it me, what’s wrong?

“This sudden change shocked everyone present. Helen Qiu’s face was
immediately pale, and she had a bad premonition in her heart. “Hello, we are
the Wrilfill City Public Security Bureau. Report, you are suspected of illegal
business.



“Please show your business license and cooperate with the investigation.”

“It was a middle-aged man who was speaking, but his resolute face carried a
kind of majesty without anger. This person is the leader of this group of
people, named Wang Lin. “Illegal business?

“Did you make a mistake?”

“I just checked last time, and want to check again?”

Du Juan, Helen Qiu’s assistant, immediately asked angrily. Last time Wang
Xingduo used this as a reason to seal up Mufan’s property. But how long has
passed since? Du Juan did not expect to be reported again. Or is it the same
charge? “Which conscientious bastard is always framing us?

“I said, comrades, before you do this, shouldn’t you figure out, is it a false
accusation?

“We are now holding an opening ceremony, you are like this, so that our
company is very unable to come to the stage?”

Du Juan was full of resentment. After all, whoever encounters such a thing at
the opening ceremony will feel angry and unhappy, right? “The law is not
merciful!”

“From the moment you operate illegally, you should have such a
consciousness.

“Please cooperate with the investigation immediately.

“Wang Lin said in a deep voice. In the deep words, there was unquestionable
majesty. “You~” Du Juan and the others suddenly became even more angry. It
hasn’t been investigated yet, as if they had been convicted. It seems like it.
“Dujuan, go to my office and give the business license to a few police officers.



The people did not fight with the officials, Helen Qiu, in a calm attitude,
immediately asked Du Juan to take out all the documents required by Wang
Lin and others. “Is this license true?”

“Wang Lin obviously didn’t expect that this Mufan Real Estate actually took out
the certificates. But according to the information he received, Mufan Real
Estate should have not obtained this approval. “Officer Wang, should the
misunderstanding be resolved now?”

“My Mufan Real Estate has always been a law-abiding enterprise.

In order to obtain these documents, we almost closed business for several
months.

“

“I don’t know who is behind maliciously targeting our Mufan real estate.”

“But I hope Police Officer Wang will be aware of Qiuhao and give us justice
and innocence!” Helen Qiu was neither humble nor overbearing, and said to
Wang Linyi.

For a while, Wang Lin’s face was blue and red, and he was obviously unable
to get off the stage, and he didn’t know how to answer.

Later, he went out to make a phone call with an excuse.

“Master, something went wrong.”

“Mufan has complete real estate documents and does not operate illegally.”

What?



“How is this possible?” “How could Wang Xingduo give them the approval of
Mufan Real Estate?” A woman was surprised and surprised on the phone.
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It was obviously Terrisa Qiu, after hearing Wu Yong’s speech with Wang Lin,
she suddenly surprised.

Wang Lin’s face went dark at the time: “Is that Wang Xingduo who is in charge
of industry and commerce? He has been smashed long ago. The real estate
sector was out of his control half a month ago.”

After a brief silence.

Wu Yong lowered his voice and slowly said, “Uncle Wang, the process is not
important. What I want to see is just a result. You should understand what I
mean.”

Soon, Wang Lin hung up the phone and returned again. Within Mufan Real
Estate Company.

“Several comrades, if it’s okay, shouldn’t they leave?” “You are here, which
affects the mood of our guests.”

Du Juan obviously has no good attitude towards these people. Every time
they appear, there is no good thing.

However, Wang Lin shook his head and said in a low voice: “Mr. Qiu, the
people have reported more than illegal operations to Mufan’s company. There
are also tax evasion and fire safety failures.”

“In short, please also Mr. Qiu. Come with us?” “Don’t worry, wait until our
investigation is clear. If you make a false accusation, Mr. Qiu will definitely be
innocent.”



“Take it away!” “In addition, all the top managers and above of the company
will cooperate with the investigation!” Wang Lin gave an order, and the people
behind him stepped forward, controlled Helen Qiu, and had to handcuff her
away.

The rest of the people rushed to quasi bd6abd85 to arrest the remaining
executives of Mufan Real Estate.

On the day of opening, the company’s boss was tortured for investigation, and
a group of executives were taken away in one go. This is undoubtedly a very
embarrassing thing.

For a time, people within the company were panicking.

The passers-by onlookers outside pointed and pointed, and many people
sighed with emotion.

It’s really bad luck!

Just a few minutes ago, Mufan Real Estate attracted all nations to celebrate.

But who would have thought that the situation would take a turn for the worse
after a few minutes, and the company’s boss would be directly tortured, and
all the executives would be taken away to cooperate with the investigation.

This undoubtedly complied with a sentence, seeing her rise from a tall
building, seeing her banquet guests, seeing her, the building collapsed!

“What to do, what to do~ “Helen, what did you commit on earth~” “On the
happy day of the opening, such unlucky things happened?

Sherry Han couldn’t take care of the fiery pain on her face. After seeing such
a change, she was undoubtedly panicked.



The last time they were investigated, it was only those of Wang Xingduo, who
had no right to send Helen Qiu to jail.

But these people in front of him were enough to send Helen Qiu into prison.

If Helen Qiu was arrested, how would their family live in the future?

For a time, the entire Mufan property was undoubtedly messed up.

The anxious tears of Sherry Han and his wife almost shed.

Lei Aoting, Wang Yuchen and others did not speak, nor could they speak.
After all, this is Wrilfill, and their clan power is no longer here.

What’s more, Mr. Chu is here, in which round will they be shot?

“Brother Mark, don’t you save sister Qiu?” At this time, Cynthia Chen was a
little worried about Helen Qiu’s situation, and asked Mark softly.

Mark sat quietly without saying a word, watching and listening.

The person behind the scenes has not yet appeared.

Now, it is not time for him to take action.

This time, Mark had to find out who was targeting Mufan Real Estate?

Who is it, targeting his Mark’s wife?

Mark lifted the tea and drank lightly, but no one noticed that at this time,
Mark’s eyebrows were already as cold as ice.

However, seeing Mark look like this, Sherry Han and his wife were so angry
that they wanted to kick it over.



The wife is about to be taken away.

Is this useless and still thinking about drinking tea here?
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When Mu Fan’s real estate has become a mess.

At a traffic intersection a kilometer away, the traffic policemen still stood there,
maintaining order.

However, it has been half an hour, and there is no car passing by at the
intersection.

“It seems that this time the guests of the Qiu family are really over.”

“In that case, Lao Zhang, we should also go home.”

“I’ve been tired for a day~” Several people stretched out. Waist, and then
prepared to call back to rest.

However, who could have imagined that at the moment when their voices fell,
several engine roars came from far away.

Later, I saw a large number of luxury cars, coming slowly from a distance.

The first one is an old black Audi.

However, when everyone saw the license plate of that car, passers-by were
suddenly terrified.

“Jiang!” This…



this is?

No. 1 in Wrilfill?

!

The city party secretary’s car?

!

“I’m going to special!” “These people are here?” “What happened today?” “Is
the Qiu family going against the sky?” At that time, many people were scared
to pee, even the traffic police who maintained the traffic His expression
trembled and his pupils shrank.

Before, they thought that Edensberg, Denham and other cities came to
congratulate, and it was the last climax of today’s celebration.

But who would have thought that after a wave of unrest, there would be
another wave?

In the end, even the head of their Wrilfill city arrived!

!

————The people here are naturally ignorant of things thousands of meters
away.

At this time, Mu Fan’s house was still in chaos.

Sherry Han and his wife were frightened and horrified, and their hearts were
full of anxiety, almost without a master.



In panic, they saw Mark who was still drinking tea calmly like an idiot, and they
were naturally extremely angry.

“It’s really useless!” “The men of other people protect their wives from the wind
and rain, but your rubbish is useless.”

“My family Helen is really bad for eight lifetimes. I marry you!” Half of Sherry
Han’s face was still red, it was beaten by Lei Aoting.

She was slapped on the ground just now, but she didn’t notice Lei Aoting’s
fear and respect for Mark at that time.

When she got up from the ground, Wang Lin and others had already arrived.

Seeing that Helen Qiu was about to be taken away, suddenly, a cold anger
came from the crowd.

“Stop!” “You are so brave, my second brother’s friend, do you dare to offend?”
For a while, everyone present was shocked and followed the sound.

I saw a cold and dignified woman, stood up, her eyebrows were cold, and she
yelled at Wang Lin.

After Wang Lin heard it, he laughed.

He looked at the young woman in front of him, and suddenly sneered: “Little
girl, I think you are not too old, you are only in your twenties?” “But you are
young, and your tone is not young.”

“I’m afraid it is. The eldest princess of the Li family in Wrilfill is not as loud as
you, right?” “What kind of thing do you dare to yell at me?” Wang Lin sneered
and looked at the woman in front of him with disdain. .

Obviously, Wang Lin regarded the person in front of him as a spoiled
yellow-haired girl who was spoiled and spoiled at home, and didn’t care at all.



When she heard Wang Lin’s words, Li Xueqi sneered: “Coincidentally, I really
am the eldest princess of Wrilfill Li’s family, Li Xueqi.”

What?

Wang Lin’s face was three points pale at the time, his expression stagnated,
and his original smile suddenly turned pale: “Little girl, you can eat rice, but
you can’t talk nonsense.”

“The head of the Wrilfill Li family, that’s Li. Second Lord?”
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“It seems that you know quite clearly. Yes, Patriarch Li is my second brother. If
you don’t believe me, I can call my second brother and ask him to come over
and chat with you. “Li Xueqi smiled faintly.

But Wang Lin had obviously begun to panic: “Don’t don’t, Miss Li,
misunderstandings are all misunderstandings.”

“Don’t bother your second master over this little matter.”

Wang Lin suddenly embarrassed and quickly said with a smile.

He dare not take this risk.

If the woman in front of him is really Ericson Li’s biological sister, then Wang
Lin is afraid that he won’t be able to eat.

That’s Ericson Li!

The sky of Wrilfill.



If you offend this kind of person, you don’t know how you might die in the
future.

“In that case, let’s release Mr. Qiu soon.”

“Mufan Real Estate opened. It was my second brother who asked me to come
to congratulate me.”

“You are also very courageous. Come and tear down the stage when you
choose the opening ceremony!” Li Xueqi He said coldly, and immediately let
Wang Lin release.

“This~” Wang Lin was immediately embarrassed.

One side is Princess Li, and the other side is Prince Wu.

He can’t afford to offend either of these two forces.

Being caught in the middle now is undoubtedly embarrassing and
embarrassing.

“Miss Li, don’t you think that what you control is too wide?” However, when
Wang Lin was embarrassed, a low voice came quietly from behind the crowd.

When the crowd dispersed, Wu Yong, Wang Tian,   Qiu Jia and others arrived
here without knowing when.

With one hand in his trouser pocket, Wu stood peacefully among the crowd.

Above that handsome face, there is no joy or sadness, and some are full of
coldness and majesty.

Facing the prestige of the Li family, the son of Wu Shi did not fear at all.



Except for a few people such as Lei Aoting and Cynthia Chen, the people
present are probably also used by Wu, right?

After all, Wu Yong’s background is no worse tSherry Han Xueqi.

“Wu Yong, is this all you, who did it with one hand?” Wu Yong and Li Xueqi
clearly knew each other, and when they saw Wu Yong actually standing for
the Wanglin platform, Lu Xueqi frowned and asked coldly.

However, before Wu Yong could answer, Terrisa Qiu’s sarcastic laugh came
out quietly.

“Miss Li’s words are a bit too much.”

“What do you mean by Angkor?”

“This Mufan Real Estate is doing things that are illegal and disorderly, and the
company’s CEO Helen Qiu is even more inferior. The entire Wrilfill people
know the things that caused the annual meeting of entrepreneurs before.”

“These enterprises have been investigated, but also Isn’t it a matter of
justice?” “What’s wrong with people doing business in business?” “It’s you,
Miss Li, disregarding morality, law and discipline, and bullying others. Miss Li,
I just want to ask you one thing, in your eyes, you think Wrilfill you The Li
family is the biggest, or the law and the country is the biggest?” “You~” Terrisa
Qiu’s hat is too big, and even the law has been moved out, and Li Xueqi’s face
was three points pale at the time.

But Li Xueqi still hummed coldly: “You don’t need to tag me indiscriminately
here.”

“In short, Qiu is always a friend of my Li family. Without conclusive evidence,
our Li family will never allow it. You take people away! “Wu Yong, I order you
to let the people go quickly.”



“Otherwise, you will definitely regret it! Do you know, whose woman you
offended today?” Li Xueqi shouted at Wu Yong with stern expression.

When Wu Yong heard this, his expression was completely cold. He looked at
Li Xueqi, shook his head and sneered: “Li Xueqi, you are so powerful!” “Do
you really think of yourself as the heir of the Li family?” “You To put it bluntly,
after all, it’s just a woman. Sooner or later, she will marry.”

“Women who marry away, splash water!” “When the time comes, no matter
how powerful the Li family is, what does it have to do with you?” “So,
persuade you. Just one word of you, put yourself in the right position.”

“As your status, you really don’t have the right to show off in front of me, and
give me orders!!”

Chapter 789
Wu Yong’s eyes were full of pride, and his expression was violent, and he
shouted coldly at Li Xueqi.

What a arrogant and domineering tone of voice.

An arrogant, majestic face, surging out of the entire hall.

In a few words, Li Xueqi’s face was pale, her eyes were panicked, and her
body was trembling with anger.

Terrisa Qiu, Silviana Wang and the others in the Qiu family looked at the
scene in front of them, and they were even more proud and full of gloat.

“Helen Qiu, Helen Qiu, even if the eldest princess of the Li family comes
forward, she won’t be able to protect you today.”



“Waiting to make a fool of you~” Terrisa Qiu and others sneered in their
hearts.

“What about me?” However, just when Li Xueqi was full of anger, a cold and
majestic voice quietly came from the crowd.

I saw a handsome man walking out.

With no expression on his face, he asked Wu in a deep voice.

This person is surprisingly, Wang Yuchen, the elder of the Wang family in
Haozhou!

Seeing this person, Wu suddenly frowned, and a solemn look appeared on his
handsome face.

Obviously, in the face of Wang Yuchen, Wu Yong’s heart is undoubtedly a little
more jealous.

After all, Wang Yuchen is no better tSherry Han Xueqi, this one, but the true
eldest son of the Wang family in Haozhou, and the legal heir to the Wang
family’s property in the future.

“Brother Yuchen, do you even want to get off the court?” “Just for a wimpy
woman?” “Because of a small, Mufan property?” Wang Yuchen’s face was
condensed, but he asked Wang Yuchen coldly. .

Wang Yuchen laughed: “Master Wu, I advise you, when you are alive, don’t
underestimate anyone or anything.”

“It’s like an iceberg exposing sea level in the Antarctic waters. What you see
may be only a hundred meters. But you can know that those exposed are just
the tip of the iceberg!” “So, Master Wu, if you don’t want to regret in the future,
let go of Mr. Qiu.”



Listening to Wang Yuchen’s words, Wu Yong suddenly laughed: “Wang
Yuchen, My Wu Yong hasn’t used you to teach me great principles.” “As for
you, I admit that your Wang family is rich and powerful in Noirfork, and it is
even more powerful in Haozhou.” “But unfortunately, here is it. Wrilfill is not
Haozhou!” “Even if you have a great background and supreme power, you are
in Haozhou.”

“Now in my land of Wrilfill, just relying on you, I want Wu to use a negative
hand and lower my head to let go of people?” “Sorry, you are not enough!”
“What about me?!” As soon as Wu Yong’s words fell, there was another voice
in the company hall quietly.

I saw Lei Aoting put down the tea cup, got up and walked out slowly from the
wine table.

He stood with his hands in his hands, with cold eyes like swords, looking
straight at Wu Yong, but fearless.

“This…this is…”

“Prince Lei Family of Denham, Lei Aoting!” The moment Lei Aoting walked
out, the crowd exploded.

what?

Lei’s?

Prince?

“Worri~” “Who are these people in there?” Wang Lin himself was almost
scared to pee when he heard the comments from the crowd.

I thought that he was only here to deal with a small broken company that had
just opened, a wimpy woman.



But now Wang Lin knows what soft persimmon he just pinched, but a hornet’s
nest.

The eldest princess of the Li family, the grandpa of the Wang family, now even
the prince of the Lei family of Denham has appeared?

These few people, whoever brought them out, were all existences that Wang
Lin could not afford to provoke.

Thinking of this, Wang Lin glanced at Helen Qiu again.

He had to be frightened, what is the background of this Helen Qiu, this Mufan
property?

An opening ceremony attracted all the three famous families in Noirfork to
congratulate Wu Yong. Now, it is for her to offend Wu Yong.

However, this is not the time to think about this. Seeing that things get bigger
and bigger, it is already out of control.

With a guilty conscience, Wang Lin quickly pulled La Wuyong.

“Master, let me see today, forget it?” “That’s the Lei family in Denham, the
second most prominent family in Noirfork, this kind of power, even if your
father is here, don’t you dare to offend, right?” The Li family and the Wang
family have also come forward.”

“Just give them face, right?”

Chapter 790
Wang Lin’s face was pale and fearful, and he persuaded Wu Yong in a low
voice.



After all, this matter was originally because they were at a loss. If the other
party has no background, they will be caught. It will be released after a few
days. But now, the three major families are all giving the Mufan real estate
platform. What is the pressure? How big?

Wang Lin was already panicking and began to retreat.

He was afraid that things would go wrong.

Wu Yong ignored Wang Lin’s dissuasion, but his expression remained sullen.
He looked at Lei Aoting with gloomy eyes. After a long time, Wu Yong smiled,
instead turning his head to look at the silent Helen Qiu.

“Haha~” “Ms. Qiu, how great is your face?” “In order to get you, the eldest
princess of the Li family, the eldest son of the Wang family, and the prince of
the Lei family, have all come forward?” After a while, the daughter of Jiang Hai
Chen’s family-Miss Chen, will also come out to stand for you?” Wu Yong
shook his head and smiled, but there was a deep chill in the cold laughter.

At the end of the laugh, Wu Yong just slapped the table, only hearing a bang,
shaking over countless teas, and at the same time, Wu Yong’s face was
suddenly cold, uttered angrily, and immediately exploded!

“However, even if this is the case, if you want me to bow my head, you add
up, it’s not enough!” “Today, I must take this person away. Even if the
heavenly king comes to rescue, I can’t get it.”

“Take them all! The anger raged, Wu Yong’s sound echoed in the entire
company hall.

Then, without hesitation, Wang Lin’s subordinates immediately handcuffed
Helen Qiu to dcda202c. At the same time, all the executives of Mufan Real
Estate were also arrested.

… “Let go of me~” “a*shole!” “How dare you arrest people~” …….



For a time, the whole house was in an uproar.

The entire Mufan property has been in chaos.

Some wailed, some panicked, and some even jumped out of the window to
run.

Sherry Han and his wife were even more scared to hide in the corner and
dare not come out.

But more, the passersby were still onlookers, sighing with emotion.

Terrisa Qiu and the others in the Qiu family were even more gloating. Looking
at Mufan’s real estate, which was still a lively and prosperous scene a few
minutes ago, it had already been beaten up at this time. All the splendor fell
apart in an instant, and their hearts were so happy.

I just feel proud!

All the depression just now was wiped out!

“Sister, how about it?” “This is the end of the fight with me and the Qiu family!”
“Perhaps, you will win a short-term victory, but the one who laughs at the end
must be our Qiu family, it is my Qiu Terrisa!” “After you leave, our QMove
Logistics will continue to celebrate the festival. And your Mufan Real Estate
will be infamous and defeated!” Looking at Helen Qiu, who was already in
prison, Terrisa Qiu smiled wantonly.

“Haha~” “Terrisa is right.”

“Let the Lei family and Wang family come to congratulate you, how beautiful
you were just now? You robbed us of the Qiu family’s limelight.”

“But there’s a fart?” “Isn’t it all over the past?” “Helen Qiu, the second aunt will
send you a word.”



“Seeing you rising from a tall building, seeing your banquet guests, seeing
you… the building collapsed~” “Hahaha~” At the door of the company,
Everyone in the Qiu family fell into the rock, and the wanton laughter was
nothing but a knife, deeply piercing Helen Qiu’s heart.


